
Bae's Magic Top Hat Rabbitry

Boarding Agreement: We appreciate your business! Kindly take the time to fill-out the bunny boarding form.

Pet Bunny/Bunnies Owner's Information:

First Name: Last Name:

Pet Bunny/Bunnies Information:

Bunny Name(s): Breed(s)

Dropping Off: Picking Up:

Form of Payment: Cash in-person

PayPal Account

Website Buy Now Button

Nail trim for $10? Yes, please.

No, thank 
you.

Diet info, instructions, 
feeding schedules, 

measured food, Veggies/
Fruits etc:

At our discretion: If bunny boarded longer than 15 days, total amount must be paid in full at drop off. If staying longer, the remaining balance will be paid at 
pickup with the surcharge of $20 per day per bunny/bunnies are stayed longer. Minimum 5-Night stay required. (To avoid stress and illness that occur from 
traveling back and fourth). No.  You can not come inside my home. We do not take pictures or videos! Please take as many pictures of your baby before 
dropping off so you don't miss them. Please do not ask. If you are not comfortable with dropping your pets off at my home for our care, please look 
elsewhere. I will not take it personal. My house, my rules! I reserve the right to deny anyone service. I board bunnies to my buyers only! There is a trust 
established as breeders and bunny-caregivers. Do not feel we owe you anything because we love bunnies and caring for them for $10 is just a passion. 
There are actual established companies that are boarding facilities/vets that will care for your bunny and have no problem obliging to your every request. 
We do this for the simple enjoyment, when we have the time and space. Owner dropping off pet with pre-existing conditions such as known illness, fleas 
and ticks will take full responsibility for pet being under our care. We will not be held responsible for sudden deaths. If small pet is sick or currently on 
antibiotics, you will not be able to board with us. In the event your pet may require immediate veterinary assistance, an additional charge of $100 will be 
applied. Owner is fully responsible for the cost of the vet visit, treatment and anything else that entails with your pet's sickness. Any bunny not paid/picked 
up or ignored after being contacted at the pick up date, will result in an automatic surrender to our local shelter. Any pet not picked up on the arranged date 
for any reason, there will be a surcharge of $20 per day per pet that it is stayed longer. This is only due to the fact there are other people wanting their 
bunny cared for the later dates you selected you would have already picked up but didn't. This results in us cancelling their boarding and them have little to 
no time to find another place. Please be sure on the pickup/drop-off dates upon submitting form to avoid any extra charges. Any small pet is welcome for 
any amount of days.  A list of veggies/fruit acceptable to feed the bunny being boarded is encouraged but not needed. No cage, supplies, food or hay 
needed for the bunny for boarding with us! We just require you to bring his/her rabbit pellets if different than Purina. We supply any and all veggies/fruit as 
well as the 3 types of hay: Orchard Grass, Alfalfa Hay and Timothy Hay. There have been 0 incidents of death, sickness, illness, injuries etc in the past 
decade we started boarding families pets. We make sure each and every bunny goes home more socialized and docile than anything. Our #1 priority is 
ensuring their safety, overall health and well-being. If a Bunny Boarding Form was submitted and you no longer require boarding for any reason, there will 
be a $60.00 cancellation fee charged to your account. If payment is not submitted, you will be banned from our store and no longer be able to board with us. 
Furthermore, your name and your emergency contact will be added to our Banned List. We make ourselves available 24/7 and cancel plans, weddings, 
anniversaries, birthdays, trips, special events and family gatherings to be available to you and your pet. We hope the courtesy is extended the same way to 
us by complying to our terms. It is your responsibility to contact us. We are available 24/7. Thank you for understanding!

Consent: I agree to the terms in place.

Owner's Signature:
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